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In this Letter, we present a recursive method for computing one-loop off-shell integrands in colored
quantum field theories. First, we generalize the perturbiner method by recasting the multiparticle currents
as generators of off-shell tree-level amplitudes. After, by taking advantage of the underlying color structure,
we define a consistent sewing procedure to iteratively compute the one-loop integrands. When gauge
symmetries are involved, the whole procedure is extended to multiparticle solutions involving ghosts,
which can then be accounted for in the full loop computation. Since the required input here is equations of
motion and gauge symmetry, our framework naturally extends to one-loop computations in certain non-
Lagrangian field theories.
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Introduction.—Scattering amplitudes are central objects
of study in quantum field theory. More than convenient
physical observables, they are deeply rooted in the very
way we intuit particle interactions. And nothing captures
this statement more clearly than Feynman diagrams and
their beautiful simplicity.
We soon learn, however, that Feynman diagrams are far

from being the most efficient way of computing scattering
amplitudes. There has been an impressive progress over the
years in tree- and loop-level computations. Most of these
developments involve so-called on-shell methods (see, e.g.,
[1–6] for reviews on the always increasing number of
techniques). On the other hand, off-shell methods are very
scarce (see, e.g., [7] and references therein). Off-shell
amplitudes have, in general, a richer structure. In addition
to encoding the full on-shell information of a given process,
off-shell results can be used in the computation of form
factors (related to higher-derivative terms in effective
actions), in the study of quantum corrections of propagators
and vertices of a theory, renormalization group analysis,
and as building blocks for higher-loop corrections.
In between on- and off-shell methods, the Berends-Giele

(BG) currents [8] stand out for their elegant and recursive
character. Simply put, BG currents represent tree-level
amplitudes with one off-shell leg, which are naturally
interpreted as branches of higher-point trees. Even more

interesting is the fact that the BG prescription can be used
to compute quantum effects. Indeed, one-loop integrands
are obtained by sewing tree-level amplitudes with two off-
shell legs. Following this idea, the matter contribution to
one-loop amplitudes in QCD was computed in [9] by
making an on-shell matter leg of the BG current off shell.
This construction, however, cannot be easily extended to
gluon loops because of the gauge symmetry: lifting the on-
shell condition in gauge fields is a nontrivial task. In this
case, a concrete solution has only recently been found in
[10], following an extensive procedure using graphic rules
in pure Yang-Mills theory. Numerical recursions for one-
loop integrands are also known in the literature, see,
e.g., [11,12].
We would like to offer a fresh perspective on this subject,

and show how to obtain quantum off-shell currents via
classical equations of motion [13]. The key ingredient is the
perturbiner [15,16], a well-known method to recursively
obtain Berends-Giele currents via formal multiparticle
solutions of the field equations. The perturbiner method
has proven to be a versatile technique to compute tree-level
amplitudes in different theories [17–30]. What we propose,
instead, is to view it as a generator of off-shell tree-level
diagrams. This is achieved via multiparticle Ansätze that
solve the interacting part of the field equations, while
leaving single-particle states off shell. The standard notion
of Berends-Giele currents is then generalized to a fully off-
shell version. In turn, we are able to define a consistent
sewing procedure to recursively generate one-loop off-shell
currents, dubbed “one-loop preintegrands.”
In this Letter, we focus on color-ordered theories, having

the biadjoint scalar and Yang-Mills theories as working
examples. The sewing procedure has to be supplied by a
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“cyclic completion,” which is neatly implemented using
the multi-index structure of the one-loop preintegrands. It
restores the cyclicity of the partial amplitude while solving
the combinatorial challenge of the Feynman approach. We
start by illustrating the construction in the biadjoint scalar
theory with the derivation of the off-shell recursion and the
one-loop integrands. In Yang-Mills theory, we first per-
form the gauge fixing of the action with the introduction
of Faddeev-Popov ghosts. We then extend the previous
analysis to ghost loop contributions, finally proposing the
full n-point one-loop integrand with off-shell external
gluons.
Biadjoint theory: Off-shell recursion.—We will work

here in d-dimensional Minkowski space with metric ημν
(μ; ν ¼ 0;…; d − 1) and negative time signature. We also
use the shorthand notation a · b ¼ aμbνημν, k2 ¼ k · k, and
□ ¼ ημν∂μ∂ν.
Consider a massless biadjoint scalar with cubic self-

interaction and classical equation of motion [31],

□ϕ ¼ 1

2
⟦ϕ;ϕ⟧: ð1Þ

Here we have ϕ ¼ ϕaãTa ⊗ T̃ã, where a and ã are adjoint
indices associated with two different quadratic Lie alge-
bras, with generators Ta and T̃ã, and

⟦Ta ⊗ T̃ã; Tb ⊗ T̃b̃⟧ ¼ ½Ta; Tb� ⊗ ½T̃ã; T̃b̃�: ð2Þ

We are interested in building a generator of tree-level
multiparticle currents à la Berends-Giele currents [8], but
through a modified perturbiner with off-shell external legs.
To this end, we first look for a multiparticle solution to (1)
of the form

ϕðxÞ ¼
X
P;Q

ΦPjQeikP·xTaP ⊗ T̃ãQ : ð3Þ

The sum ranges over all words P ¼ p1;…; pn and Q ¼
q1;…; qn of length jPj ¼ jQj ¼ n, where pi and qi
are single-particle labels. Furthermore, we have kP¼
kp1

þ���þkpn
, TaP ¼Ta1…Tan , and T̃ãQ ¼ T̃ã1…T̃ãn .

Inserting this back into (1) leads to k2p ¼ 0 for single-
particle states and the following recursion relation:

ΦPjQ ¼ 1

sP

X
P¼RS

X
Q¼TU

½ΦRjTΦSjU − ðR ↔ SÞ�; ð4Þ

where sP ¼ k2P are the Mandelstam variables. The sums
over P ¼ RS and Q ¼ TU denote deconcatenations of the
word P into R and S, and the word Q into T and U,
respectively. For example, for P ¼ ijk we have
ðR; SÞ ¼ ði; jkÞ; ðij; kÞ. By construction, the coefficients
ΦPjQ automatically vanish unless the words P and Q are
related via permutation.

The multiparticle currents given by (4) are identified
with Berends-Giele currents at tree level and can then be
used to compute double-partial amplitudes [20]. On the
other hand, by dropping the on-shell condition for the
single-particle states, equation (4) defines an off-shell re-
cursion that only solves the equation of motion (1) at the
multiparticle level. For instance, this can be expressed as

□ϕ −
1

2
⟦ϕ;ϕ⟧ ¼

X
p

k2pΦpjqeikp·xTap ⊗ T̃ãq ; ð5Þ

where the sum is taken over the single-particle states and
k2p ≠ 0. It is therefore fair to say that the recursion relations
in (4) solve the interacting part of the biadjoint scalar theory
while leaving the single-particle states off shell. In other
words, they can be interpreted as a generator of off-shell
trees. Bearing this in mind, we may refer to the coefficients
ΦPjQ as off-shell Berends-Giele double currents.
We can then establish the connection between ΦPjQ and

the off-shell scattering amplitudes in biadjoint scalar
theory. This is realized by a direct extrapolation of the
Berends-Giele prescription, such that the off-shell tree-level
double-partial amplitudes are determined through the
formula

mðPnjQnÞ ¼ lim
kP→−kn

sPΦPjQΦnjn; ð6Þ

where the limit enforces momentum conservation.
Biadjoint theory: One-loop integrands.—Off-shell trees

are the building blocks of loop amplitudes via a sewing
procedure. We will now show that the off-shell perturbiner
expansion leads to a simple algorithm for computing one-
loop integrands in the biadjoint scalar theory.
We start with the double current ΦlPjlQ, in which the

single-particle label l plays a special role. Using (4), such
current can be explicitly expressed as

ΦlPjlQ ¼ 1

slP

�
ΦljlΦPjQ þ

X
P¼RS

X
Q¼TU

ΦlRjlTΦSjU

�
: ð7Þ

We can then factor out the single-particle polarization Φljl
on the right-hand side and recast ΦlPjlQ as

ΦlPjlQ ¼ ΦljlΛPjQðlÞ; ð8Þ

where lμ ≡ kμl , and

ΛPjQðlÞ ¼
1

ðlþ kPÞ2

×

�
ΦPjQ þ

X
P¼RS

X
Q¼TU

ΛRjTðlÞΦSjU

�
: ð9Þ

The double current ΛPjQðlÞ is the fundamental ingredient
for defining the one-loop integrands. It needs but a small
upgrade.
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In order to see this, observe that (6) and (8) yield

mðlPnjlQnÞ ¼ lim
kP→−l−kn

ðlþ kPÞ2ΦljlΦnjnΛPjQðlÞ: ð10Þ

The sewing procedure ΦljlΦnjn → 1=l2, with kn ¼ −l,
leads to what looks like an on-shell one-loop integrand
I1-loopðPjQÞ ≈ ΛPjQðlÞ. However, such an integrand is not
cyclic in the words P andQ, for the singling out of the leg l
has not been symmetrically done. Fortunately, the per-
turbiner framework enables a neat solution to this problem
via a cyclic completion of the combinatorial sums defining
the recursion.
We then introduce the modified double current,

Λ̃PjQðlÞ≡ 1

ðlþ kPÞ2

×

�
ΦPjQ þ 1

2

X
P¼½RS�

X
Q¼½TU�

ΛRjTðlÞΦSjU

�
; ð11Þ

such that the one-loop integrand is expressed as

I1-loopl ðPjQÞ ¼ lim
kP→0

Λ̃PjQðlÞ: ð12Þ

The words P and Q encode the (double) color ordering of
the one-loop integrand. The first term inside the square
brackets in (11) only yields tadpole diagrams, so it can be
removed for convenience since their regularized contribu-
tion vanishes. The cyclic completion affects the remaining
terms, with sums over P ¼ ½RS� and Q ¼ ½TU� consisting
of all cyclic permutations of a given deconcatenation of P
and Q. For example, the word P ¼ 1234 has the usual
deconcatenations

ðR; SÞ ¼ ð1; 234Þ; ð12; 34Þ; ð123; 4Þ: ð13Þ

The operation P ¼ ½RS� leads instead to

ðR; SÞ ¼ð1; 234Þ; ð2; 341Þ; ð3; 412Þ; ð4; 123Þ;
ð12; 34Þ; ð23; 41Þ; ð34; 12Þ; ð41; 23Þ;
ð123; 4Þ; ð234; 1Þ; ð341; 2Þ; ð412; 3Þ: ð14Þ

The factor of 1=2 in Eq. (11) is needed because contribu-
tions of the type ðR; SÞ and ðS; RÞ lead to the same one-loop
diagrams.
As an example, we will present the off-shell three-point

one-loop integrands. There are only two of them, namely,
I1-loopl ð123j123Þ and I1-loopl ð123j321Þ. Using the rules out-
lined above, we obtain

I1-loopl ð123j123Þ þ I1-loopl ð123j321Þ

¼ 1

l2ðlþ k1Þ2ðlþ k1 þ k2Þ2
; ð15Þ

and

I1-loopl ð123j321Þ ¼ −
1

l2

�
1

s12ðlþ k1 þ k2Þ2

þ 1

k21ðlþ k1Þ2
þ 1

k22ðlþ k2Þ2
�
; ð16Þ

with normalization Φpjq ¼ δpq. These match the results
obtained in, e.g., [32,33].
Yang-Mills theory: Off-shell recursion.—The main dif-

ference between the biadjoint model and the Yang-Mills
theory is the gauge symmetry. While at tree level, the gauge
fixing procedure is trivial, the loop construction naturally
involves Faddeev-Popov ghosts. The covariant gauge fixed
action can then be cast as

S ¼
Z

ddxTr

�
−
1

4
FμνFμν −

1

2ξ
ð∂μAμÞ2

þ ∂
μbð∂μc − i½Aμ; c�Þ

�
; ð17Þ

where ξ is an arbitrary parameter. The gauge field Aμ and
the ghost pair ðb; cÞ are Lie algebra valued. The field
strength is given by Fμν ¼ ∂μAν − ∂νAμ − i½Aμ; Aν�, with
Aμ ¼ Aa

μTa.
Our next step is to build the generator of tree-level

multiparticle currents with off-shell external legs, just like
in the biadjoint case. Even though ghosts do not appear in
classical configurations, they will be treated for now as
scalars with the wrong statistics. The equations of motion
derived from (17) are given by

□Aμ ¼ ð1 − 1=ξÞ∂μð∂νAνÞ − i½Aν; Fμν�
þ i∂ν½Aν; Aμ� − if∂μb; cg; ð18aÞ

□b ¼ i½Aμ; ∂μb�; ð18bÞ

□c ¼ i½Aμ; ∂μc� þ i½∂μAμ; c�: ð18cÞ

Note that the solutions of (18) match classical Yang-
Mills solutions when ∂

μAμ ¼ b ¼ c ¼ 0. Multiparticle
solutions are obtained via the Ansatz

Aμ ¼
X
P

APμeikP·xTaP; ð19aÞ

b ¼
X
P

bPeikP·xTaP; ð19bÞ

c ¼
X
P

cPeikP·xTaP: ð19cÞ
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The currents Aμ
P reduce to ordinary vector polarizations ϵμp for one-lettered words. The multiparticle Ansatz can then be

plugged back into (18), leading to the following recursions:

�
ημνsP þ ð1 − ξÞ

ξ
kPμkPν

�
Aν

P ¼
X
P¼QR

½kRμbRcQ þAν
QA

ρ
RðkPνημρ þ kRνημρ þ kQμηνρÞ − ðQ ↔ RÞ�

þ
X

P¼QRS

½Aν
QA

ρ
RA

σ
Sðηνσημρ − ηνρημσÞ þ ðQ ↔ SÞ�; ð20aÞ

bP ¼ −
1

sP

X
P¼QR

½bQðkQ ·ARÞ − ðQ ↔ RÞ�; ð20bÞ

cP ¼ −
1

sP

X
P¼QR

½cQðkP ·ARÞ − ðQ ↔ RÞ�: ð20cÞ

The sum over P ¼ QRS denotes deconcatenations of the
word P into Q, R, and S.
Following the Faddeev-Popov procedure, all physical

single-particle polarizations are transversal (kp ·Ap ¼ 0).
Therefore,Aμ

P is identified with Berends-Giele currents and
can then be used to compute color-ordered amplitudes via
the usual prescription [8]. Just like in the biadjoint case, we
can determine a generator of off-shell trees by dropping the
on-shell condition for the single-particle states, therefore
solving the equations of motion (18) only at the multi-
particle level. For instance,

∂
νFμν −

1

ξ
∂
μð∂νAνÞ − i½Aν; Fμν�

¼
X
p

�
k2pApμ þ

ð1 − ξÞ
ξ

kpμðkp ·ApÞ
�
eikp·xTap ; ð21Þ

where the sum is now restricted to single-particle states.
Interestingly, this is enough to show that Aμ

P still satisfies
the shuffle identity Aμ

QⱎR ¼ 0, with QⱎR yielding the sum
over all possible shuffles between the words Q and R. At
tree level it leads to the Kleiss-Kuijf relations [34]. At one
loop, when we sew two legs and sum over specific cyclic
permutations of the remaining single-particle labels, the
shuffle identity indirectly leads to the Bern-Dixon-Dunbar-
Kosower (BDDK) relations [35].
Yang-Mills model: Gluon loop.—From now on we will

work with ξ ¼ 1, which helps to implement the recursion
(20) through a scalarlike propagator 1=sP.
Toward the one-loop construction, let us consider the

word P̂ ¼ lP, explicitly factorizing the single-particle label
l, with associated polarization ϵμl and momentum kμl . In this
case, we define AlPμ ¼ ϵνlJ Pμν, with

slPJ Pμν¼APρ½δρμðklPþkPÞνþδρνðkl−kPÞμ−ημνðklþklPÞρ�þ
X
P¼QR

ð2δρμδσν−δσμδ
ρ
ν−ημνη

ρσÞAQρARσ

þ
X
P¼QR

½δσμðklPþkRÞρ−δρμðklPþklQÞσþηρσðklþkQ−kRÞμ�J QρνARσþð2δργδσμ−ηρσημγ−δσγ δ
ρ
μÞ

X
P¼QRS

J QρνARσA
γ
S:

ð22Þ

This is but a recasting of Eq. (20a) that singles out the
particle l, though physically meaningful: the current J Pμν
is the one-loop preintegrand for a gluon loop.
Let us first examine the following object:

Aðl; P; nÞ ¼ lim
klPn→0

slPðϵνlJ PμνÞϵμn; ð23Þ

where ϵμn is the polarization of an off-shell leg with
momentum kμn. The analogy with (10) is clear. The sewing
procedure is simply ϵμl ϵ

ν
n → ημν=k2l , with kl ¼ −kμn, yield-

ing a look-alike one-loop integrand I1-loopðPÞ ≈ ημνJ Pμν

for a single-trace color-ordered correlator. Once more, the
issue with this construction is that the current J Pμν is no
longer cyclic in the word P, so its cyclic completion has to
be introduced by hand.
As in the biadjoint case, we take the loop momentum to

be lμ≡kμl , with kμP ¼ 0. If we explicitly remove tadpole
contributions, given by the first line in (22), the one-loop
integrand can be cast as

I1-loopgluon ðP;lÞ≡ ημνJ̃ PμνðlÞ; ð24Þ
with
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J̃ Pμν ¼
1

2l2

X
P¼½QR�

J QρμARσ½δσνðkR þ lÞρ

− δρνðkQ þ 2lÞσ þ ηρσð2kQ þ lÞν�

þ 1

l2

X
P¼½QRS�

J QρμARσASγ

× ð2δσνηγρ − ησγδρν − δγνηρσÞ: ð25Þ
The sum over P ¼ ½QR� is analogous to the biadjoint case.
In particular, the factor of 1=2 accounts for the equivalent
contributions mentioned after Eq. (14). The sum over P ¼
½QRS� is simpler, related to quartic vertices in Yang-Mills
theory: the deconcatenations of all cyclic permutations in P
are inequivalent and have to be included.
Because of the color structure, as in the biadjoint

construction, (24) reproduces each of the diagrams con-
tributing to the one-loop off-shell integrand without rep-
etitions. The only subtlety missed by (24) is the
automorphism of the two-point integrand with P ¼ 12
and P ¼ 21, which has to be taken into account separately.
It corresponds to the color-stripped one-loop bubble dia-
gram with external moment kμ2 ¼ −kμ1 ¼ kμ. From (22) and
(25), we obtain

I1-loopgluon ð12;lÞ ¼
1

2

1

l2ðl − kÞ2Nμνϵ
μ
1ϵ

ν
2; ð26Þ

with

Nμν ¼ ½δμρðl−2kÞσþηρσðk−2lÞμþδμσðlþkÞρ�
× ½ηνσðlþkÞρþηρσðk−2lÞνþηνρðl−2kÞσ�; ð27Þ

matching the textbook computation using Feynman dia-
grams. The extra factor 1=2 cancels the automorphism over
counting.
We have also checked that Eq. (24) reproduces the three-

and four-point one-loop integrands obtained using Feynman
rules. These are of course only consistency checks, since our
construction goes far beyond. Just like at tree level, the
recursive implementation of (20a) and (22) greatly simpli-
fies the involved computational work and can be easily
implemented via commonly available software for symbolic
computation.
Yang-Mills model: Ghost loop.—The steps for the

definition of a ghost loop are very similar to the ones
taken before. In this case, we have to consider off-shell
multiparticle currents with one ghost external leg labeled by
l, either bl or cl, such that blP ¼ blBP and clP ¼ clCP, with

BP ¼ −
1

slP

�
ðkl ·APÞ þ

X
P¼QR

BQðklQ ·ARÞ
�
; ð28aÞ

CP ¼ −
1

slP

�
ðklP ·APÞ þ

X
P¼QR

CQðklP ·ARÞ
�
: ð28bÞ

The currents BP and CP involve only gluons, since the ghost
polarization has been explicitly stripped off.
We then define the one-loop integrands

B̃PðlÞ ¼ −
1

l2

X
P¼½QR�

BQðklQ ·ARÞ; ð29aÞ

C̃PðlÞ ¼ −
1

l2

X
P¼½QR�

CQðkl ·ARÞ; ð29bÞ

where kP ¼ 0, and the tadpole contributions have been
removed. The cyclic completion is being enforced in the
sums following the same recipe of the pure gluon case,
yielding the full diagrammatic expansion without redun-
dant contributions. Note that B̃P ¼ C̃P when ðkQAQÞ ¼ 0,
i.e., when the external gluons are on shell.
The full one-loop integrand with off-shell external

gluons is

I1-loopl ðPÞ ¼ I1-loopgluon ðP;lÞ − C̃PðlÞ; ð30Þ

where the ghost contribution appears with a minus sign
(fermionic loop).
As an example, we present the one-loop gluon self-

energy,

ΣðkÞ ¼
Z

ddl
�
1

2
ημνJ̃ 12μν − C̃12

�
≡ ϵμ1ϵ

ν
2ΠμνðkÞ; ð31Þ

where k≡ k2 ¼ −k1, Πμν ¼ Πðk2Þðk2ημν − kμkνÞ, and

Πðk2Þ ¼ i
2
πd=2ð−k2Þd=2−2ð5 − 7dÞ

×
Γðd=2Þ2Γð1 − d=2Þ

ΓðdÞ : ð32Þ

The loop integral was performed via an analytic continu-
ation from k2 < 0 and the dimensional regularization is
implicit. The poles of Γð1 − d=2Þ encode infrared as well as
ultraviolet divergences.
Final remarks.—We have established here a robust

framework for computing one-loop off-shell integrands
in color-ordered theories from classical equations of
motion. The main ingredient in this construction is the
observation that multiparticle solutions can be viewed as a
generator of off-shell trees in a given field theory. Because
of the color structure, it is straightforward to identify the
cyclic completion necessary to obtain the full one-loop
integrand.
By construction, the one-loop integrands in (11) for the

biadjoint scalar and in (30) for Yang-Mills theory lead to
single-trace partial amplitudes, which we denote by An;0
(with n ¼ jPj). Therefore, the full one-loop amplitudes in
these theories are more conveniently represented by the Del
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Duca–Dixon-Maltoni color decomposition [36]. For in-
stance, in Yang-Mills theory, we have

A1-loop
tot ¼

X
σ∈Sn−1=R

cnðσÞAn;0ðσ1;…; σnÞ; ð33Þ

where σ is the color order (i.e., the word P in our formulas),
and cnðσÞ is the color basis defined by nested commutators
of the group generators,

cnðσÞ≡ TrðTa½Tσ1 ; ½…; ½Tσn−1 ; ½Tσn ; Ta��…��Þ; ð34Þ

with shorthand Tσ ¼ Taσ . In the sum, Sn−1 denotes per-
mutations of (n − 1) legs, and R denotes reflection.
Although (33) is expanded in a single-trace basis, it
encodes also the double-trace (nonplanar) contributions,
which can be determined via the BDDK relations (see, e.g.,
[37] for a nice summary of different color decompositions).
The recursive character of the one-loop preintegrands

(9), (22), and (28) represent an objective simplification over
the traditional diagrammatic approach, since they can be
algorithmically implemented without extra effort. More
than that, their present form enables a transparent identi-
fication of the corresponding diagrams. For example, the
external leg bubbles can be read off from (25) through the
currents ARμ with jRj ¼ jPj − 1. And finally, the one-loop
preintegrands can be directly used as building blocks for
higher-loop integrands via different sewings, since all
external legs are off shell.
An interesting feature in our proposal is that a priori no

Lagrangian is required. Therefore, we can compute the one-
loop off-shell scattering of field theories that are known
only at the level of equations of motion: for example, six-
dimensional N ¼ ð2; 0Þ superconformal field theory,
which is supposed to describe the low energy limit of
M5-branes [38,39]. See also [40–42] for more details on
the quantization of non-Lagrangian theories. More gener-
ally, our results can be applied to a variety of colored
theories, including nonlinear sigma model, Chern-Simons,
super Yang-Mills, etc. For gauge theories coupled to matter,
like QCD, our method becomes slightly more involved
since we lose the rigidity of the color structure. Preliminary
results on this will be reported in a different work. Perhaps
more noteworthy is the fact that we can generalize the
results of [27] to off-shell graviton trees, including ghosts,
therefore introducing a recursive tool for computing one-
loop off-shell integrands in Einstein gravity [43].
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